Wavelet-domain Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) are a potent new tool for modeling the statistical properties of wavelet transforms. In addition to characterizing the statistics of individual wavelet coefficients, HMMs capture the salient interactions between wavelet coefficients. However, as we model an increasing number of wavelet coefficient interactions, HMM-based signal processing becomes increasingly complicated. In this paper, we propose a new approach to HMI\!., based on the notion of context. By modeling wavelet coefficient inter-dependencies via contexts, we retain the approximation capabilities of HMMs, yet substantially reduce their complexity. To illustrate the power of this approach, we develop new algorithms for signal estimation and for efficient synthesis of nonGaussian. longrange-dependent network traffic.
INTRODUCTION
Wavelets present a powerful alternative to classical time-domain and frequency-domain approaches to statistical signal processing. In many instances, wavelets provide a compact, easy-to-model signal representation [ 1.21.
For smtistical applications ranging from compression to estimation to detection, the key to successful wavelet-based algorithms is an accurate joint probability model for the wavelet coefficients of our signals of interest. A complete model for the joint ;-obability density function fw(w), with w the vector of wavelet cozfficients, is one possibility. However, such a characterization is intractable in practice, from both a computation and a robust estimation viewpoint. At the other extreme, modeling the wavelet coefficients as statistically independent, with fw(w) = n, fw,(w,), is simple but disregards the inter-coefficient probabilistic dependencies. To strike a balance between these two extremes, we must model the key wavelet coefficient dependencies, and only the key dependencies.
By design, wavelet-domain Hidden Markov models (HMMs) focus on the key wavelet coefficient dependencies, learning them via maximum-likelihood-based training [3, 4] . Hence, HMMs provide a natural setting for exploiting the structure inherent in real-world signals and images for signal estimation, detection, classification, prediction and filtering, and synthesis.
In this paper, we propose a new wavelet-domain signal modeling framework based on conrex:ual HMMs. Contexts provide flexible conditional probability models for efficiently leaming and expressing the dependencies in wavelet transforms. Before we develop these new models, we sketch some background on wavelets. mixture models, and wavelet-domain HMMs. To keep the notation mianageable in the sequel, we will adopt an abstract index system for the DWT coefficients: UJJ; -+ U , , W J , I~--+ w i , with J ( i ) the scale of the coefficient i. We will also use w to denote the vector of all wavelet coefficients.
BACKGROUND
The DWT has a natural interpretation in terms o f a tree structure in the time-frequency domain (see Figure 1) "or clarity, we will assume ithroughout this paper that the length E of the signal is a power of two and furLheimore that we take ?he maximum number of scales J = log, L in the DVirl: However, all results extend to signals of arbithary length. as well as to D' s with fewer than the maxinium possible number of scales (in which case, we have a forest of wavelet trees [4] ).
?we will use p s ( s ) to denote the probability mass function tpmfi of the discrete random vaPiabEe S and f~f (tu) to denote the proba~il~ty density function (pdf) of the continuous random variable W . probabilistics graphs [4,8], but the analysis and training of more complicated HMMs becomes extremely difficult [SI. For example, graphs with links that form cycles cannot be modeled using transition probabilities due to lack of a causal direction.
CONTEXT-BASED HIDDEN MARKOV MODELS

M
In this paper, we will use contexts to efficiently incorporate depen-(2) dencies into our HMMs. We define the context for Wi as a length- However, the wavelet coefficients of real-world signals are not statistically independent in general. For instance, neighboring wavelet coefficients are often highly dependent-Iarge/small coefficient values tend to propagate both within and across scales, creating clusters of largdsmall coefficients [3, 4] . 
Wavelet-domain Hidden
Given an observationof wavelet data
Before we process signals using a wavelet-domain HMM, we w , we estimate 0 using the EM algorithm below. When only a sinfirst must train the model to capture the wavelet-domain properties gle signal observation is available, we make the standard assumption of :he signals of interest. That is, we determine the wavelet-domain that the wavelet coefficients in each scale are identically distributed. HMM parameters that best characterize our observed wavelet CO-Multiple signal observations, multiple wavelet trees, as well as modefficients. This standard HMM training problem can be efficiently els for the scaling coefficients, can be handled as in [4] . accomplished (in linear time per iteration) using the iterative Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm [7] . 3 Although the HMT model is powerful and relatively simple, in Initialize: Choose 0' and set I = 0. . ~~ maximum-iikelihood parameter estimation would be simple. Therefore. we iterate between estimating the probabilities for the states (Expectation) and updating our model given the state probabilities (Maximization). Under mild conditions, this iteration converges to a local maximum of the likelihood function.
in Section 4.2.
4Here. we assume that the Context is discrete-valued. w e can model a continuous-valued V, iis an M-component Gaussian mixture of its own, rePlacing Pv,ls,(vtlm) in (4) with f v ,~s , ( v , I m ) .
We will find this useful Iterate: Increment I + I + 1. Apply E and M until converged.
In contrast to the HMT E step [4], the CHMM E step is very straightforward. To ensure fast and robust training, we keep the rumber of free parameters in each context vector to a minimum.
APPLICATIONS
To illustrate the flexibility of the CHMM framework, we now apply these models to two distinctly different problems: signal denoising and synthesis of long-range-dependent data network traffic. 
Method
Sureshrink 121 (6) and invert the DWT to obtain the denoised signal. (See [4] for more details on a similar appiroach based on the HMT model.)
What remains is to specify contexts that are simple, yet effective. for gleaning information on h e hidden states. 'Avo simple discrete contexts that exploit clustering of signal energy in the wavelet domain [4] illustrate our approach. Define q, as the quantized value of the wavelet coefficient w,: Set q, = 1 if 1w,12 is greater than the average energy in its scale, otherwise, set qt = 0. The first context contains quantized values of f.he neighboring wavelet coefficients
(7)
and thus conveys gross information about the size of the neighboring coefficients. Our intuition is that if wp(;) and are large. then there is a good chance that wI will be large as well. To encode such information ("large" vs. "smali"), even crudely quantized information is sufficient. The second context combines elements of V:') using logical or operations "\I"
To further reduce complexity, we also assume that the context probabilities factor as pv, is, (vi lrn) = nr=l pv,, IS, ( V i , j [ m).
In Table 1 , we provide the MSE results for denoising Donoho and Johnstone's standard test signals [2] using CHMMs versus other state-of-the-art algorithms. Contexts 1 and 2 correspond to our proposed algorithm using the contexts defined in (7) and @), respectively. Implementation details, such as the exact DWTs used, are provided in [4] .
The key benchmarks for comparison are the IM and HMT models from [4] . IM denoising employs a mixture model that treats the signal wavelet coefficients as independent. Improvements over IM signify the context's ability to capture and exploit dependencies between coefficients. Overall. the MSE performance of the contextbased approach is roughly comparable to the considerably more complicated HMT denoiser of 141.
Signal Synthesis.
Recent studies have shown that data network traffic is statistically self-similar and exhibits the long-range dependence characteristic of slowty-decaying correlation functions [9] . These properties are difficult to model using classical traffic models involving Poisson or Markov processes. Complicating matters further is the fact that actual network inter-arrival times are nonGaussian. positive, and heavy-tailed [9] . Classical self-similar process models, such as fractional Brownian motion (fBm) can capture the long-range dependence of ne(work traffic; however, fBm is a Gaussian process, and current methods for its synthesis are computationally intensive (up to O ( L 3 ) complexity for an L-point trace). New tools for analyzing and synthesizing very long traces of such data are important for network design and control, since classical models can severely overestimate network performance.
Our goal is to develop a fast wavelet-based synthesis algorithm consistent both with the long-range dependence and the positive, nonCaussian marginal statistics of network traffic. Our approach will be to first train a CHMM on an actual traffic trace, and then synthesize artificial traffic with "equivalent" statistical properties. By characterizing how the wavelet coefficient variances change with scale, CHMMs can approximate the long-range dependence properties of the data. By using the Haar scaling coefficients as contexts, CHMMs can capture the positive, nonGaussian marginal properties of the traffic as we will show. In essence, this procedure employs a mixture model to approximate the 2-d density for (U,, Wi) and then uses the 2-d density to obtain a conditional density for W , based on U,. With enough mixture parameters, this approach in theory can approximate (U,, W,) to arbitrary precision, hence automatically leaming the constraints U, > 0 and lWil < Ui.
In practice, to simplify our modeling, we map the cone U, > 0, IW,( < Zr, to the plane through the invertible map g : (U,, W,) I-+ (log(Ul), -sgn(Wl) log(1-IW,l/U,)). By modelingg(Ui, W i ) and then inverting to form (U,, W,). we automatically enforce the positivity constraints. To synthesize W, given U,, we map U, to log(U,), us. :t as a context to synthesize the transformed data, generate a realization, and then invert the map g to produce W,.
To synthesize an entire wavelet transform W, we work in "topdown" fashion starting from the root of the wavelet tree by synthesizing the single coarsest scale wavelet coefficient. (We assume its context, the global mean of the signal, is already specified.) We iterate down the tree using the fact that summing and differencing U , and W, provides the context information for synthesizing W,, (,) and
As a test, we trained the CHMM synthesis algorithm on a portion of the Bellcore Ethemet data (the first lo6 anivals of the day-long trace started August 29, 1989) [9] . The model was equipped with ten mixture-components (A4 = 10) at each wavelet scale. In Figure 4, we compare, over different time scales, a random realization from our synthesis algorithm with the actual data. In Figure 5 , we illustrate the histogram fit that our synthesis algorithm achieves over different time scales. As is evident from the Figures, CHMM synthesis captures both the marginal properties of the traffic and, because of the match over a number of time scales, the long-range dependence as well. For synthesis applications, CHMMs are both accurate and fast (0( L ) operations), demonstrating the power of the context-based framework. 
CONCLUSIONS
CHMMs have a number of potential advantages over conventional HMMs for exploiting the wavelet-domain structure inherent in realworld signals. First, CHMMs allow the user to characterize dependencies that may be too complex or even downright impossible to model using standard HMMs. Second, although efficient algorithms exist for HMMs based on trees, for more complicated graph structures (such as 2-d HMMs for images), the training procedure can become intractable. CHMMs deal naturally with noncausal information, yet retain the simplicity of a causal model. The explanation lies in the fact a CHMM consists essentially of a series of local models, each with a small number of parameters, that can be trained independently. More traditional HMM models, on the other hand, adjust their parameters to optimize a complicated global objective function. The primary disadvantage of the CHMM framework is that it lacks the feedback mechanism of more traditional HMMs that allow the model to propagate information from variables across the entire model, hence capturing dependencies from more than just neighboring wavelet coefficients. However, in many instances, we expect the convenience and efficiency of the context approach to outweigh this potential limitation.
